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Abstract
Localization of chess-board vertices is a common task in com-
puter vision, underpinning many applications, but relatively little
work focusses on designing a specific feature detector that is fast,
accurate and robust. In this paper the “Chess-board Extraction by
Subtraction and Summation” (ChESS) feature detector, designed
to exclusively respond to chess-board vertices, is presented. The
method proposed is robust against noise, poor lighting and poor
contrast, requires no prior knowledge of the extent of the chess-
board pattern, is computationally very efficient, and provides a
strength measure of detected features. Such a detector has sig-
nificant application both in the key field of camera calibration, as
well as in Structured Light 3D reconstruction. Evidence is pre-
sented showing its robustness, accuracy, and efficiency in com-
parison to other commonly used detectors both under simulation
and in experimental 3D reconstruction of flat plate and cylindri-
cal objects.
Keywords: Chess-board corner detection; Feature extraction;
Pattern recognition; Camera calibration; Structured light surface
measurement; Photogrammetric marker detection
1 Introduction
Many applications in machine vision depend on having accu-
rately localized the vertices of a chess-board pattern, since such
patterns are commonly used in camera calibration. The available
methods for this process tend to suffer in the face of severe optical
distortion and perspective effects, and often require hand-tuning
of parameters, depending on lighting and pattern scale. Manual
intervention is time consuming, requiring operator skill and pro-
hibiting automated use.
Another application needing precise vertex detection is 3D sur-
face reconstruction, where a chess-board pattern is employed as
part of a simple yet accurate structured light projector-camera
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system. For such use feature extraction must be highly automated
and fast.
We will present a robust process specifically targeting the de-
tection of chess-board pattern vertices, which rather than requir-
ing a binary vertex/not-vertex threshold, provides a measure of
strength similar in output to the much-used Harris and Stephens
[1988] corner detector in the same problem-space. This permits
deferral of inclusion decisions to a later stage where one is better
able to exploit spatial and geometric considerations.
The process is also computationally efficient and well disposed
to a variety of parallel processing techniques, with a reference im-
plementation capable of throughput of over 700 VGA resolution
frames per second on commodity PC hardware.
2 Related work
There are various published techniques used for finding the in-
tersections in chess-board patterns, typically employed during a
camera calibration routine, though relatively little work focusses
on an optimal detector for such commonly used features. As ob-
served in Soh et al. [1997], regarding camera calibration: “it is of-
ten assumed that the detection of such charts or markers which are
designed to enhance their detectability is trivial”. They continue
that this assumption is ill-advised, as generic approaches, such as
that of Canny [1986], do not make use of the specific properties
of the features and are likely to suffer under sub-optimal condi-
tions of lighting and object pose, and furthermore they highlight
the risks of employing lossy “remedies, such as wide kernel filter-
ing, which are notorious for degrading the positional information
and shape of critical features”.
Soh et al. go on to describe a grid processing scheme using a
chain of Sobel operators, local thresholding, non-maximal sup-
pression, edge joining, geometric constraints and finally taking
the centres of gravity of the found squares. As de la Escalera and
Armingol [2010] noted, such localization methods were aban-
doned since the centres of gravity do not coincide with the cen-
tres of the squares due to perspective effects. De la Escalera and
Armingol also make a similar point to Soh et al., that less atten-
tion has been paid to locating the points used in calibration al-
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(a) The rectangular sampling win-
dow, with layers numbered
L1
L2
L3
(b) The linearized layers 1-3, start-
ing on the top horizontal row and
working clockwise
Figure 1: Illustration of the Sun et al. [2008] sampling window
and layer scheme
gorithms than to the calibration algorithms themselves – a deficit
this work aims to redress.
De la Escalera and Armingol’s detection scheme uses the Har-
ris and Stephens corner detector to locate a grid, before employ-
ing the Hough transform on the image to enforce linearity con-
straints and discard responses from the corner detector which
do not lie along strong linear features. This then restricts the
method’s use in applications where the grid is potentially dis-
torted, be it due to optical distortion or a non-planar surface. They
discount the use of corner positions alone (in a situation where the
grid boundary is unknown) due to the excessive number of non-
grid corners likely to be found by Harris and Stephens’ general-
purpose algorithm elsewhere in a scene.
Yu and Peng [2006] describe an alternative method of finding
features, which attempts to pattern-match a small image of an in-
tersection by measuring the correlation of this pattern over all the
captured image. Unless a number of such small images are tested
however, this method is clearly at a disadvantage when the grid is
rotated relative to the intersection view stored in the pattern.
Finally Sun et al. [2008] detail a method where they pass a rect-
angular or circular window over the captured image and for each
position transform the 2D points distribution along the perime-
ter of this window into a 1D vector. For each ring concentric
with the perimeter another vector is formed similarly, each vector
being termed a ‘layer’, as numbered in Figure 1a and linearized
in Figure 1b. The layers are binarized using a locally adaptive
threshold, open and close morphological operations applied (Har-
alick et al. 1987), and the positions where some proportion of the
layers have four regions (when each layer is viewed as a ring)
are determined to be chess-board vertices. Sun et al. claim the
technique works well, but note that it produces false corners from
noise and is rather slow. The scheme also relies on the threshold-
ing producing an acceptable binary result.
There is a similar method, whose details are unpublished,
included in the Parallel Tracking and Mapping for Small AR
Workspaces (PTAM) reference implementation (Klein and Mur-
ray 2007). In this the circular sampling ring from the FAST
detector (Rosten and Drummond 2005; Rosten and Drummond
2006) is used, and upper and lower thresholds are formed which
are a fixed intensity distance from the mean of the sixteen sam-
pled points. Proceeding around the ring the number of transitions
past these thresholds are counted, and if four such transitions are
found the centre point is flagged as a possible grid corner.
The results of a variety of basic detection and refinement
schemes are employed in many camera calibration papers, a well
known example being that of Zhang [2000], but a review of such
publications is beyond the scope of this work.
In general terms the Harris and Stephens detector is the one
encountered most frequently in the literature, other notable pa-
pers employing it including Shu et al. [2003] and Douskos et al.
[2007]. Several papers such as that of Lucchese and Mitra [2002]
exist, but these detail refinement strategies to the features given
by a Harris and Stephens detector. This paper aims to offer a
competing solution to the use of the Harris and Stephens detector
in chess-board applications which is intrinsically more accurate
(yet also amenable to the use of similar subsequent refinement
strategies if the application demands it).
3 Sampling strategy
When we consider an outline for an efficient chess-board corner
detector, an assumption of the squares of the pattern being ap-
proximately axis-aligned with the camera’s sensor would lead to
a design of very low complexity, but this is obviously an excessive
restriction. A further step up the complexity scale would suggest
analyzing the image for overall feature directionality and then
proceed with a detector whose axes are aligned to the detected
global orientation, in some respects similar to de la Escalera and
Armingol’s scheme, but as noted earlier, optical distortion, or use
of a non-planar surface for the pattern, will lead to the grid bend-
ing significantly. Apart from the consequence that there may then
be no strong global orientation found, the wider implication is
that a general purpose detector must cope with features at all ori-
entations. In the interest of consistency, it is obvious that such a
detector must strive to award the same strength (in some sense) to
features which are identical in all respects apart from orientation.
For a rotationally invariant detector, we must sample enough
directions away from the centre of the feature to produce a result
reliable at any angle. In the instance of a chess-board vertex,
the feature may minimally be described by finding a point where
two samples taken in opposing directions from the feature centre
are of one sense (say, black) and another two samples taken at a
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ninety degree rotation to the first pair have the opposite sense (say,
white). This gives a four point sampling pattern, as in Figure 2a,
which may be viewed as a cross with intersection on the feature
centre (the hatched squares denoting sampled pixels).
At this point we also consider the nature of the data commonly
expected from a typical camera. The sampled pixels around the
edges of grid squares often take middling intensity values rela-
tive to the extremal intensities of pixels sampling the interiors of
squares. A couple of reasons for this phenomenon are given be-
low.
• Optical blur due to both imperfect focus and imperfect op-
tics.
• Pixel quantization – a single intensity value is assigned to
an area of 2D optical signal, and the edges of pixels on the
sensor are seldom perfectly aligned with the edges of the
incoming grid image.
It is clear therefore that should the sampling cross coincide
with the edges of the grid squares the result will not be reliable
(Figure 2b). In such a case another cross in-filling the first must
be used to get a result, leading to a combined sampling pattern
of eight points, as illustrated in Figure 2c. Clearly though, a ver-
tex response in such a case is liable to, by some metric, have
half the magnitude of a response where the grid edges lie be-
tween the arms of the sampling crosses and all eight samples con-
tribute constructively. Sampling more directions ameliorates this
unevenness, as more sampling points are liable to be in an area of
solid intensity rather than on a grid square edge, but at increased
computational cost of processing the extra samples.
Having obtained a lower bound (of eight; we assume no FAST-
like per-pixel sampling decisions) on sampling points, the issue
of sample positioning becomes relevant. In order for the fea-
ture response (however it may be calculated) at any rotation to
be approximately constant, it is vital for the sampling points to
be spaced at equal angles incrementally about the feature cen-
tre. Then, considering distance away from the feature centre, two
things are apparent:
1. Pixels close to the vertex are more likely to contain an edge
than those further out, as the central angle subtended by the
quasi-segment (of a pseudo-circle centred on the vertex) en-
closing the pixel is much greater. Further away from the
vertex, pixels are more likely to be in areas of even intensity,
in the interiors of the grid squares. Noting the previous ob-
servations on pixels near grid square edges, sampling pixels
close to the centre will lead to a weaker response.
2. Going too far away from centre risks sampling pixels from
squares not forming the current feature, leading to a con-
fused response.
(a) Four point sampling: optimal
when sampling inside grid squares
(b) Four point sampling: pessimal
when sampling grid square edges
(c) Eight point sampling: adequate
for any vertex orientation
Figure 2: Illustration of lower bound on number of samples re-
quired to identify vertex
Item 1 above informs our decision to ensure distances from the
centre are approximately equal – if blur and quantization issues
attenuate with distance from the feature centre it would be unfair
to have certain directions sampled further out than others, vio-
lating the condition that a feature’s response ought not to vary
with rotation. Approximately equal distances and equal angular
spacing constrain the sampling points to be arranged in a circle,
centred on the feature centre. Furthermore, taking the two items
above together, it is apparent that the radius of this circle ought
to be minimized (to avoid aliasing on to other grid squares, and
allow the use of more dense patterns if desired), but big enough
to escape the central region of blurriness. In some respects this
circle resembles Sun et al.’s outer ‘layer’ when using a circular
window, and indeed is quite similar to that used in the PTAM
code.
Empirically, for the majority of data considered from VGA
(640 × 480 pixels) resolution cameras, a ring of radius 5 pix-
els (px) with sixteen samples gives a good response without con-
straining the minimum chess-board square size unduly, and at
low computational expense. This circle also has the desirable
property that the angular sample spacing closely approximates
the 22.5 degree optimal spacing of a sixteen segment circle, with
sampling points spaced by either 21.8° or 23.2° (shown as α and
β in Figure 3).
The same angular spacing may be achieved with a radius 10 px
circle, and use of such a circle may be appropriate in the case of
highly blurred images. The ultimate sizing of the ring is depen-
dent on the application’s optical system. Without loss of general-
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Figure 3: Similarity of r=5 circle’s sampling angles
Figure 4: Smaller rings inside the blurred region contribute rela-
tively little to improving the response
ity a radius 5 px ring will be considered henceforth, unless stated
or illustrated otherwise.
It is worth noting that employing inner rings, as in Figure 4,
combining a concentric radius 3 sampling circle with the radius 5
circle, is not useful, as assuming the outermost ring has been sized
appropriately for the expected image blurring, any inner ring will
be sampling the blurry area and have little beneficial response.
Furthermore, such techniques slow the processing of the image.
With this observation our design departs significantly from Sun
et al.’s, in that it does not have multiple ‘layers’.
4 Detection algorithm
Rather than use the Sun et al./PTAM approach of performing a
computationally intensive locally thresholded binarization, and
then making a hard decision whether a set of samples appears to
be a corner or not, some way of measuring similarity to a corner
is desirable in order to provide more information to later feature
consumers. This provides an output more similar to that of the
widely used Harris and Stephens detector than that of FAST. The
calculation detailed below provides this continuous quantity.
The initial grid vertex response is given by the sum response.
When centred on a chess-board vertex, points on opposite sides
of the sample circle should be of similar intensities, and the pair
Figure 5: The case of a simple edge
of points 90° out of phase on the circle should be of very dif-
ferent intensity to those at 0° and 180° phase, while being sim-
ilar to each other, as previously illustrated in Figure 2a. Tak-
ing In as the nth sampling point proceeding around the sam-
pling ring from some arbitrary starting point I0, the magnitude
of (In + In+8)− (In+4 + In+12) should be very large when sam-
pling around a vertex. The sum response (SR), so called due to
the summation of opposite samples, is then given by
SR =
3
∑
n=0
|(In + In+8)− (In+4 + In+12)| (1)
and is large at a vertex point.
The most common class of false positives when using a detec-
tor simply employing the sum response is that of those that occur
along edges, though these are typically much smaller in magni-
tude than vertex responses. The origin of these may be simply
understood by imagining a case where one of the four sampling
terms in the sum response, say In+8, is one, and the rest zero.
These samples are easily seen to be consistent with an edge, and
a positive response still results (though half the magnitude that
would occur if In were also one, being the vertex case).
Noting that for a simple edge such as that shown in Figure 5
(where without loss of generality a radius three circle is used for
illustrative purposes), points on opposite sides of the sample cir-
cle should generally be of differing intensities; therefore the diff
response (DR), which may be expressed as
DR =
7
∑
n=0
|In− In+8|, (2)
should be large along edges.
Subtracting the diff response from the sum response forms an
intermediate response with a much improved signal-to-noise ra-
tio. Considering the common example described above (one in
four samples vastly different to the others) it may be seen that
the effect of subtraction is to totally cancel the contribution of the
sum response, giving an intuitively correct intermediate response
of zero. Later we will consider how the sum and diff responses
may be interpreted using an analogy to the DFT.
A final major false positive elimination is to remove the case
where the sample circle covers a solid stripe, as in Figure 6b.
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(a) A corner: high response desir-
able
(b) A stripe: rejection required
Figure 6: Two very different features that have the same response
on the sampling ring
Observe that the circle’s samples for the corner feature shown
in Figure 6a will be exactly the same as those for the stripe. The
two cases may only be distinguished by taking samples elsewhere
– a good location being at the centre of the ring, exploiting the
aforementioned expectation of a region of intermediate intensity
resulting from blur. By computing a local intensity mean which
considers a few (say, for a radius 5 px circle, 5) pixels at the centre
of the sampling circle, and a larger spatial mean of all samples in
the ring (neighbour mean), an absolute difference of means, mean
response, can be found:
meanresponse = |neighbour mean− localmean|. (3)
This will be large in the stripe case: using Figure 6 as an ex-
ample, the neighbour mean will be a light grey in both cases, as
will the local mean in (a) – leading to a small mean response,
whereas for (b) the local mean will be much darker leading to
a large absolute difference. The mean response, multiplied by
the number of sampled pixels (16), may be subtracted from the
existing response, yielding the overall response R:
R = sumresponse−diff response−16×meanresponse. (4)
The factor of sixteen ensures a zero overall response in the
undesirable case; that where say samples In and In+8 have value
one and In+4 and In+12 have value zero, as does the mean of the
pixels centred in the circle (i.e. the Figure 6b case).
This overall response is not claimed to be perspective-invariant
as such a claim would make no sense – the detector does not know
if the image contains perspectively distorted chess-board inter-
sections or merely features looking like perspectively distorted
chess-board intersections. Hence a highly distorted intersection,
whether distorted by perspective effects or otherwise, will still be
assigned a strength, albeit one lower than that if the candidate
vertex were viewed ‘face on’.
An additional stage to provide localized contrast/response en-
hancement in darker areas of the image, such as by per-pixel di-
vision by the neighbour mean, is not employed in this detector,
as the noise amplification in low intensity areas is too great.
(a) Second DFT co-efficient corner
correlation
(b) First DFT co-efficient edge cor-
relation
Figure 7: 1D DFT correlation with sample circle vectors
We term this algorithm the ChESS (Chess-board Extraction by
Subtraction and Summation) detector.
4.1 DFT based interpretation of the ChESS
detector
If the sixteen samples taken by the sampling circle are linearized
into a 1D data vector, it is seen that the FFT of this vector has
a high absolute value for the second co-efficient when the circle
is centred on a grid intersection, with the first co-efficient high
when centred over an edge (the zeroth term being the DC term).
This makes intuitive sense when considered graphically. In
Figure 7a a corner feature is linearized clockwise from the top left
sample, and the intensity values correlate well with two cycles of
a cosine wave of some phase, which is akin to the DFT’s second
oscillatory term. Likewise in Figure 7b one cosine cycle is similar
to the intensity vector formed from an edge. By inspection it is
apparent that any rotation of the feature described will merely
result in a change of phase in the matching cosine.
It may now be seen that the sum response attempts to perform a
two cycle cosine-like match to find grid intersections, accumulat-
ing over four phases. Similarly, the diff response matches edges
by a method not dissimilar to one matching a single cycle cosine
over eight phases.
5 Feature selection
As noted in the introduction to this paper, deciding which re-
sponses are to be treated as true features is left to be determined
by application specific constraints. A few particular steps may
be of use in most instances however, exploiting larger scale spa-
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Figure 8: Responses with feature rotation of 0°, 11.25°, 22.5°,
33.75°, and 45°
tial constraints to eliminate false positive features, and these are
given below.
• Positive response threshold – discard response pixels with
zero or negative intensity (since the response quantity is de-
signed to ensure only chess-board intersections have positive
intensity).
• Non maximum suppression – a standard technique to dis-
card non-maximal responses in a small area around each
pixel of the response image. This may be used to determine
integer pixel co-ordinates for a set of candidate features.
• Response connectivity – true chess-board vertex responses
typically span a number of pixels; any totally isolated posi-
tive response pixels may be discarded.
• Neighbourhood comparison – comparing the magnitudes
of maximal responses over a large area, those less than some
proportion of the greatest responses (which are those of true
chess-board features) are viewed as false features and dis-
carded. In many respects this compensates for the lack of
intensity/contrast normalization in the detector.
Typical response patterns are shown for a variety of feature ro-
tations in Figure 8. We observe that they are symmetrical about
the feature centre and it can therefore be seen that for sub-pixel lo-
calization a centre of mass technique will give reasonable results,
a specific example being a 5 × 5 patch centred on the maximal
pixel. This method is fast and in common use – de la Escalera
and Armingol [2010] find the centre of mass of each of the points
resulting from Harris detection, while Sun et al. [2008] also find
the centre of mass of their response clusters. More complex re-
finement techniques such as those typically used to post-process
features detected with the Harris and Stephens detector could also
be used, but are beyond the scope of this work’s aim of detecting
features initially.
6 Orientation labelling
The sum response has a further use: by finding the rotation around
the sampling ring at which the sum response is maximal, each
feature can be assigned one of eight orientations, relative to the
pixel axes (returning to the previous DFT analogy, this is deter-
mining a quantized value for the two-cycle cosine’s phase). This
labelling has many potential uses, but a trivial example is that in
finding chess-board vertices the orientation labels of connected
vertices ought to be in approximate anti-phase. The details of this
labelling are explained below, separately to the main detector, as
while the processes could be conducted simultaneously it is often
more efficient to only perform the labelling having selected a set
of candidate features.
The same measure (M) as used in the detector’s sum response
is employed; Mn = (In + In+8)− (In+4 + In+12). |M| gives four
unique values when rotated around the 16-point sampling circle,
there being eight distinct values of M before duplication occurs
due to symmetry, and half of those eight simply differing in sign
depending on whether a given opposing pair of the four points
sampled are in a “black” or “white” grid square.
To achieve the first stage of the orientation binning, for each
measure an average (AM) across those measures one orienta-
tion either side of the current measure is found. More explicitly,
3AMn = Mn−1 + Mn + Mn+1, n ∈ {0,1,2,3} (with care taken
when n− 1 is −1 or n+ 1 is 4 to wrap modularly to 3 or 0 re-
spectively and flip the sign of the M in question). The index i of
the orientation which has the greatest absolute average measure
is taken, i.e. i = argmaxn|AMn|. To find the final orientation bin
index, the sign of Mi is considered, with features with positive
Mi being consigned to a different four orientation bins than those
with a negative Mi.
Because a grid intersection of two black and two white squares
has a rotational symmetry of order two, these eight bins corre-
spond to increments of 22.5°.
With regard to chess-board decoding, this level of granularity
ensures a satisfactory distance between alternate chess-board ver-
tices, which can be viewed as 90° out of phase. With the 22.5°
distinction available here, two opposite sense features’ orienta-
tions can tolerate a distance-one (in bins) orientation labelling
error while remaining distinct.
7 Experimental results
In substantiation of the claims of robustness in detection of chess-
board vertices, the ChESS detector must be compared against
other detectors in use for the same problem.
7.1 Synthetic data
Resilience to noise and invariance of response magnitude to rota-
tion can both be quantified by simulating a feature point at vary-
ing rotations and noise levels, performing feature detection on the
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generated image, subsequently localizing the greatest feature re-
sponse using a number of strategies, and measuring the distance
of this point from the co-ordinates of the original simulated point.
Comparisons with the Harris and Stephens [1988] algorithm
and the SUSAN method (Smith and Brady 1997) are made be-
low, the SUSAN detector being another general purpose corner
detector giving a quantified feature response strength with a pub-
lished reference implementation. A further comparison is made
against the PTAM detector, but this is evaluated separately due to
the detector only providing a binary response.
7.1.1 Simulation generation
It is desirable for the simulated images to bear a reasonable re-
semblance to real data, in order for the results to be meaningful.
The simulation images are thus composed of four equal size rect-
angles in two colours, arranged to define an intersecting point.
Since a common image format of camera output is 1 channel of 8
bits the two colours are set at 64 and 191, approximately equidis-
tant from saturation and the middle of the intensity range.
The image is then rotated by some angle around the co-
ordinates of the intersection, using the ImageMagick library1
with a bi-linear interpolation method specified. The image is next
cropped to VGA resolution, then a 3 × 3 Gaussian blur, using
two 1D passes of a 15
[
1 3 1
]
filter, roughly corresponding to a
0.675 variance, is applied. This produces images similar to those
captured by a well focussed VGA resolution camera.
Finally, noise, generated from randomly sampling a Gaussian
distribution with a specified variance is added to each pixel of the
image, with saturation occurring at pixel intensities of 0 and 255.
A variant on this approach may also be simulated. The method
described above may be thought of as emulating the case where
the real-world edge is exactly incident on the edges of the cam-
era’s sensor elements (prior to rotation), but equally probable is
the case of the edge coinciding with the middle of the elements.
By inserting a transition row and column at mid-magnitude (128)
at the rectangle borders and rotating about a point offset from the
centre by half a pixel in x and y this case may also be tried. Of
course, in reality the incident edge’s centre will fall between these
two cases, but together they ought to highlight any undesirable
pathological behaviour present in these extreme cases.
In Figure 9b a portion of an image simulated with a rotation
angle of 32.5° and a noise variance of 1 is shown. Figure 9a
shows a similar portion of a black and white intersection captured
by a real camera; the two may be seen to be visually similar.
Similarly, Figure 10a, an image captured with a short exposure
(leading to higher noise), may be compared with Figure 10b, a
portion of an image simulated with no rotation, half-pixel offset-
1http://www.imagemagick.org/index.php
(a) Captured image (b) Simulated image
Figure 9: Real and simulated images of a rotated point
(a) Captured image (b) Simulated image
Figure 10: Real and simulated noisy images of a pixel grid-
aligned point
ting, and a noise variance of 5, and found to again be visually
similar.
7.1.2 Effects of noise and rotation on detection
At a coarse level sub-pixel localization is unnecessary – simply
taking the integer pixel co-ordinates of the greatest response is
sufficient to provide an overall illustration of behaviour. A similar
connectivity method to that described in section 5 is employed to
provide a minimal filter, discarding responses which are not con-
nected to any of the eight adjacent pixels (horizontally, vertically
and diagonally).
Figure 11 displays the performance of the three detectors un-
der test. The “ChESS detector” is that detailed in the preceding
sections; the “Harris detector” uses a 5 × 5 Sobel aperture, a 3 ×
3 block size for the subsequent box filter, and the free parameter
k = 0.04; and the “SUSAN detector” uses Smith’s implementa-
tion of this algorithm2, with the brightness threshold value at 20.
The Harris parameters have been found empirically to give strong
responses on real data, and the SUSAN threshold is the default
value. The colouring of the plots corresponds to the distance (in
pixels) of the greatest response detected from where the true fea-
ture lies, i.e. the measured error increases as the colour changes
from blue to red.
2Available at http://users.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/~steve/susan/
susan2l.c
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Figure 11: Basic comparison of detector performance at various
feature angles and noise levels
It can immediately be seen that the new detector performs as
well or better than the Harris detector at all noise levels and ro-
tations. As expected the new detector’s response displays period-
icity about 22.5°, due to the angular spacing in the sampling ring
discussed in section 3. It can furthermore be seen that the Harris
detector’s accuracy varies depending on rotation – it is noticeably
better at zero rotation than when closer to 45° rotation.
The SUSAN detector has not fared nearly as well as the other
detectors in this test with increasing noise; the low default bright-
ness threshold leads to noise features dominating at very low
noise levels. It may also be observed that the rotational response
is uneven.
Considering the detectors in more detail, some variants must be
included in the simulations for a more direct comparison. The 5×
5 Sobel operation applied in the Harris detector implementation
has an effect of smoothing the input image by a 5 × 5 Gaussian
kernel. As the ChESS detector has no such smoothing step, it is
instructive to simulate two further variants: the ChESS detector
processing images smoothed by a 5× 5 Gaussian kernel (two 1D
1
16
[
1 4 6 4 1
]
(σ2 ≈ 1.04) passes), and a modified Har-
ris detector with no initial smoothing. A further simulation of
the SUSAN detector with a higher brightness threshold (40) is
also warranted to ascertain its performance when detecting only
strong features.
The results of simulating these variants are plotted in Fig-
ure 12, again with the colour showing the error in terms of dis-
tance. Blurring the input data significantly improves the new de-
tector’s resilience to noise, allowing approximately double the
noise variance before significant errors occur. Conversely, the
Harris detector without the pre-blurring step becomes even more
directional, and has very poor noise performance.
Setting the brightness threshold of the SUSAN detector to a
larger value yields some improvement in noise resilience over the
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Figure 12: Further comparison of variant detector performance at
various feature angles and noise levels
default threshold, but still does not begin to compete with the
other two detectors, and in use would lead to weaker features be-
ing missed. While the SUSAN principle is intended to not require
noise reduction, we note for completeness that from simulation
not presented here, using the same pre-blur as employed with
the ChESS detector (and retaining the brightness threshold of
40) merely improves the noise performance to being marginally
worse than the smoothed Harris detector; not a dramatic improve-
ment. For these reasons the SUSAN detector is not considered
further in this accuracy comparison.
Looking in more detail at localization precision at low noise
levels, Figure 13a and Figure 13b plot the error performance of
the remaining four detector schemes, using the 5 × 5 centre of
mass sub-pixel localization method described previously, on the
same axes for varying noise (mean of all rotations), and rota-
tion (mean of low noise regions) respectively. Other localiza-
tion schemes could be employed, but it is informative to compare
the ability of the raw detection method without additional com-
plex refinement, not least to determine whether extensive post-
processing is in fact necessary.
Figure 13 clearly shows that the ChESS detector variants per-
form better than the Harris detectors at all noise levels, and have
a good and even performance at all feature rotations. The angular
performance of the two new detector variants is comparable, but
the pre-blurred variant is more resilient to image noise.
To form a comparison against the PTAM detector, whose out-
put is a per-pixel Boolean response indicating whether it is a cor-
ner feature, the output of the ChESS detector is thresholded, with
the threshold set at approximately 1.5 percent of the positive re-
sponse. Figure 14 presents the distance of the nearest detected
corner feature from the true corner location, using a pixel grid
aligned feature only. The plots’ colours saturate at a distance of
five pixels – any positive result detected a greater distance from
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Figure 13: Error performance of the four detector schemes using
5 × 5 centre of mass sub-pixel localization method on the same
axes
the true feature is unlikely to be due to the true feature. By de-
fault the PTAM implementation applies a Gaussian blur with σ =
1 before sampling the image, so a Gaussian blur with similar σ is
applied prior to processing by either detector in the comparison.
It can immediately be seen that in the simulation results the
PTAM detector fares worse than the ChESS detector as the noise
increases. A further poor performance region is visible under
low noise conditions; this is due to the PTAM detector’s rejec-
tion of corners whose central intensity is similar to the detecting
region’s mean, an inevitable situation with the simulated optical
blur across the regions of two intensities.
Considering only the comparatively weaker noise perfor-
mance, like SUSAN the detector offers a parameter to recog-
nize only stronger features, the gate value. Plots for gate=20 and
gate=30 are shown in Figure 15.
Pixel intensities around the sampling ring must change by 2
× gate in order for a white–black or black–white transition to
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Figure 14: Basic comparison of binary response detector perfor-
mance at various feature angles and noise levels
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Figure 15: Further comparison of the variant PTAM detectors’
performances at various feature angles and noise levels
be recorded. Hence while the simulated noise performance of
the PTAM detector is seen to improve with a higher gate value,
features would have to have black and white regions differing in
intensity by more than forty (for gate=20) in order for the fea-
ture to be recorded, whereas the new detector will still find a low
contrast feature, albeit with a small response.
7.2 Real data
While in the previous subsection attention was paid to the accu-
racy of the simulation, it is nevertheless true that results obtained
through simulation do not always hold true in reality. In this sub-
section the accuracy and robustness of the detector is validated by
measuring the error and consistency in 3D reconstruction of sur-
faces of known shape on which a chess-board pattern is projected
and multiple views of the surface recorded (a standard Structured
Light technique). The importance of accurate localization is par-
ticularly great as the extrinsic calibration of the cameras is per-
formed on the observed data, so any error in calibration resulting
from poor localization will tend to degrade the quality of the re-
construction overall.
For the camera calibration and surface reconstruction the com-
bination of methods described in de Boer et al. [2010] (and in
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more detail in de Boer [2010]) are used, drawing heavily on
Lasenby and Stevenson [2001]. These have been found to be
reliable and accurate on a variety of data in previous studies.
The reconstruction test permits both comparison of the ChESS
feature detector against other detection schemes, and testing of
the ChESS detector variants against each other. It also constructs
the experiment in such a way as to test the two most likely appli-
cations for this work, namely camera calibration and 3D recon-
struction. Using a 5 × 5 centre of mass sub-pixel interpolation
method in each case, the variants under test are:
• Harris detector (parameters as used in simulation).
• ChESS detector without pre-blur.
• ChESS detector with pre-blur.
The PTAM detector is not considered here due to its output not
being well suited to sub-pixel feature localization.
7.2.1 Flat plate comparison
A flat plate is used to permit easy verification that the recon-
structed surface is planar. In the test a moving platform, whose
position at any time is precisely known, moved the plate toward
and away from the cameras over a travelling distance of approx-
imately 95mm, while the distance of the plate from the cameras
was around 1m. Following the motion period the plate was held
at a constant displacement; the “rest” period. During the whole
recorded period over 500 projected grid points were in view and
these were subsequently used for calibration.
The relatively large motion is intended to result in an improved
calibration of the cameras’ extrinsic parameters, while the rest
period permits the plate’s reconstructed flatness to be compared
over many frames, as no real world motion is present.
The first dataset contains an optimally lit and focussed scene –
what might be considered high quality data. Figure 16 is a plot of
the percentages of grid points successfully found by each tested
detection method (irrespective of their precise localization), with
the results from this well-lit dataset given by the cross (×) mark-
ers. It may immediately be seen that for this “clean” data all the
detectors are successful.
During the rest period a plane was fitted to the reconstructed
surface of each frame. The method employed was that described
in MATLAB’s documentation (The MathWorks Inc.), where a lin-
ear regression that minimizes the perpendicular distances from
the data to the fitted model is found using Principle Component
Analysis (PCA), forming a linear case of Total Least Squares.
This produces a unit vector normal to the plane, and summing the
squared perpendicular distances from the data to the fitted plane
a sum of squared errors (SSE) is calculated, indicating the quality
of the fit. Any outliers will deteriorate the quality of the fit, but
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Figure 16: Performance of detectors on the flat plate data
Figure 17: Illustration of various fits to a stationary flat plate, and
vectors normal to the fitted planes
since we aim for a detector that has few or no outliers it is fair to
not make any special effort to exclude them separately.
The situation is illustrated in Figure 17 where a number of
planes fitted to different frames captured during the rest period
are depicted, along with their normal unit vectors. The dotted
arrow shows the mean normal unit vector.
For a good stable fit, the distance of each frame’s vector from
this mean vector should be very small, and in Figure 18 the mean
and variance of these distances are plotted for all methods under
test. The mean and variance over all frames of the SSE in each
frame’s fit are also given. The values are plotted relative to those
of the ChESS detector without pre-blurring, which has its values
normalized to one. To provide a sense of scale, the calculated
values for this normalized case have the mean distance from the
mean normal unit vector (expressed as an angle due to the minute
distances involved) as 0.131µrad, with a variance of .0335µrad2,
and a mean fit SSE of 6.70mm2 with a variance of 0.357mm4
over a patch of 100 points (per frame). From this it can be seen
that in absolute terms the error is very low – sub-millimetre.
Compared to the detection success-rates, the fitting results
show greater variety in performance between the detectors, em-
phasize the poorer localization resulting from the Harris detector,
and reinforce the conclusion found in simulation that use of pre-
blur can be beneficial when using the new detector.
The circle markers (◦) in Figure 16 and Figure 19 display the
same information for a harder dataset, where the light levels are
very low and hence the image noise level is much higher. The
lighting difference between the datasets may be appreciated by
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Figure 18: Comparison of statistics of the flat plate fit over the
rest period for clean data, relative to those of the ChESS detector
without pre-blur
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Figure 19: Comparison of statistics of the flat plate fit over the
rest period for noisy data, relative to those of the ChESS detector
without pre-blur
considering Figure 20, though the more significant noise in the
dark capture is not apparent in a still image.
The pattern of performance behaviour for the ChESS detector’s
variants is similar to that seen for clean data, though the improve-
ment due to using blur is a little more pronounced. The reference
values for the ChESS detector without pre-blur have the mean
distance from the mean normal unit vector as 9.13µrad, with a
variance of 181µrad2, and a mean fit SSE of 100mm2 with a vari-
ance of 328mm4 over a patch of 100 points (per frame). While
these figures are around an order of magnitude greater than in
the clean data case, the data captured were of exceptionally poor
quality.
Figure 20: Visual comparison of light levels in clean and noisy
captures
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Figure 21: Performance of detectors on the cylinder data
7.2.2 Cylinder comparison
A cylinder is a more complex surface (yet reasonably easily pa-
rameterized for validation) than a flat plate, tending to distort the
projected chess-board significantly due to perspective effects, and
so a logical choice for a more challenging reconstruction. For the
cylinder test the same experimental procedure as for the flat plate
was used, with the one change of a cylinder being the projection
surface.
Figure 21 shows that for low-noise data (again given by ×
markers) the detection is successful for all methods under test,
with only the Harris detector having a less than perfect perfor-
mance.
Fitting to a cylinder with arbitrary position, rotation and radius
is rather harder than fitting a flat plate. Taking the approach de-
scribed in Eberly [2008], a cost function for the fit to a cylinder
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Figure 22: Comparison of statistics of the cylinder fit over the
rest period for clean data, relative to those of the ChESS detector
without pre-blur
may be expressed as
E(C,V,s) =
n
∑
i=1
(
s(Xi−C)T (|V|2I−VVT )(Xi−C)−1
)2
(5)
where C is a point on the cylinder’s axis, which in turn is de-
scribed by V (a non-unit vector, thereby allowing independent
variation of its components), s is related to the cylinder radius r
by s = 1/(r|V|)2, and {Xi}ni=1 is the observed surface point set.
This permits minimization of the problem over seven parameters,
and when supplied with a reasonable initial parameter set does
not take many iterations to converge.
Again, the mean and variance of the fit error across the rest
period frames can be calculated, as can the mean distance from
the mean axis unit vector and its variance (similarly to the method
used for the flat plate’s fitted normal vector). These are plotted
relative to the results of the ChESS detector without pre-blur in
Figure 22 (the reference values for the axis vector distance being
0.154µrad for the mean and 0.0476µrad2 for the variance). The
pattern of plots is much the same as for the clean flat plate data,
though with the well-lit subject the empirical case for using pre-
blur with the new detector is less clear.
Figure 21 (◦ markers) and Figure 23 contain plots of the same
measures, using the values from a noisy dataset, the reference
distance values being 9.27µrad for the mean and 184µrad2 for the
variance.
It may be observed that the impact of the blurred variant is
greater on noisy data. This is in line with expectations: blur will
reduce the deleterious effect of noise on the poorly lit captures.
Overall it may be seen that use of the ChESS detector allows
superior reconstructions to those generated from the tested Harris
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Figure 23: Comparison of statistics of the cylinder fit over the
rest period for noisy data, relative to those of the ChESS detector
without pre-blur
detector, and use of pre-blurring can be of significant benefit on
real data.
7.3 Computational efficiency
While accuracy and robustness are key requirements of the sys-
tem, if it is to be capable of processing video in real time it is
imperative that the methods used are fast.
The image processing stage of corner detection, sampling the
camera image and calculating the response image, is very com-
putationally intensive and can easily dominate the run-time of an
application using its output. A comparison of wall clock execu-
tion time to process a certain frame of VGA resolution data 5000
times on an Intel Core i5-750 processor (unless noted otherwise)
is presented in this section, using three of the algorithms con-
sidered in subsubsection 7.1.2: the ChESS detector, Harris and
Stephens’ detector, and the PTAM detector.
The detectors are all carefully implemented in the C language.
The Harris algorithm parameters are again a 5× 5 Sobel aperture,
a 3 × 3 block size for the box filter, and the free parameter k =
0.04, and the PTAM gate=10, both as used initially in subsubsec-
tion 7.1.2. While the algorithms do not give directly comparable
output (in particular the PTAM results would require a later stage
of processing to refine feature positions to sub-pixel accuracy),
one could be relatively easily substituted for another in a stan-
dard tracking application.
The timing results are presented in Table 1. While any such
results will be influenced by the effort expended on code opti-
mization, it is apparent that the new detector algorithm is highly
competitive with existing approaches, taking approximately 40%
less time than Harris and Stephens’ algorithm, and around 25%
less than the PTAM code.
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It is important to note that the ChESS detector algorithm is
well suited to further optimization using the Single Instruction,
Multiple Data (SIMD) vector instructions present on most mod-
ern CPUs. This allows the responses for multiple pixels to be
processed in parallel, and the table also gives an execution time
for an implementation using these instructions. The detector is
therefore capable of processing over 700 VGA resolution frames
per second (fps), more than enough for real-time use in many ap-
plications.
7.3.1 Pre-blurring
Considering the results of subsection 7.1 and subsection 7.2,
where the benefits of pre-processing noisy data were noted, ex-
amination of the overhead of performing a 5 × 5 Gaussian blur
is necessary. Provided that a similar level of effort is expended in
the implementation of the blur, the run-time addition is not oner-
ous: a basic C language implementation adds around 15% to the
ChESS detector written in pure C, while a vectorized convolu-
tion is much more efficient and the penalty is an addition of 10%
to the SIMD detector’s run-time. In either case the burden is a
relatively small hit which in situations with noisy data is clearly
worthwhile.
8 Discussion
As demonstrated in the result section above, the fast, accurate
and robust nature of the ChESS detector allows it to be employed
with confidence in applications more varied than simply locating
a planar or smooth chess-board patterned surface. More varied
use of chess-board patterns is common – for example Sun et al.
demonstrate pattern finding on printed non-planar sheets and pat-
terns projected onto room corners in Sun et al. [2008].
The original motivation behind the detector’s development lies
in a Structured Light setting, where a chess-board pattern is pro-
jected on to a 3D object and the surface of the object recon-
structed following localization of the projected grid’s vertices in
multiple views. Again, chess-board patterns have been employed
Table 1: Time spent to perform various corner detection algo-
rithms
Algorithm details 5000 loop time (s)
ChESS detector 29.1
Harris and Stephens’ corner detector 47.9
PTAM corner detector 39.8
SIMD optimized version of ChESS 9.6
SIMD version on Intel i7-3770 CPU 7.0
Figure 24: A sample frame of video from the Structured Light
lung function measurement application, with candidate features
lying under white circles
Figure 25: An optimal feature for detection
by others to this end, an example being in Dao and Sugimoto
[2010], where Sun et al.’s method is used in the reconstruction of
facial geometry.
Our particular use of the detector is in real-time measurement
of lung function in humans, observing the change in the surface
of the chest of an otherwise static subject over time, as described
in de Boer et al. [2010]. As the video frame in Figure 24 illus-
trates, detection must withstand variable lighting, poor contrast
surfaces, significant perspective distortion, and potentially sur-
face discontinuities coincident with vertices of the chess-board.
The detector presented meets these challenges routinely.
Another avenue of work has noted that since a strong response
results from any chess-board vertex-like feature, rather than nec-
essarily requiring a chess-board pattern, a pattern of chess-board
vertices will be equally detected. This permits tiling the sym-
bol shown in Figure 25 at various rotations to form a coded grid
of vertices, allowing trivial automatic correspondence determina-
tion between multiple views of the same grid. Results using this
technique are given in Maldonado and Lasenby [2011].
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(a) Feature resulting from three in-
tersecting lines
(b) Feature resulting from four in-
tersecting lines
Figure 26: Example sampling patterns for higher order intersec-
tion features
8.1 Extension to higher order intersection fea-
tures
The matching of linearized feature neighbourhoods against ar-
bitrary phase periodic functions, presented here in the context
of chess-board pattern vertices, is applicable to higher order in-
tersection features, though clearly at a cost of requiring higher
resolution images and more sampling to maintain the level of
isotropy seen in the chess-board feature detector. Minimal sam-
pling schemes for three and four line intersection features are il-
lustrated in Figure 26.
The patterns in the two examples may be trivially tessellated,
with the pattern in Figure 26a giving a grid of identical intersec-
tions which permit unambiguous triangulation, and that in Fig-
ure 26b giving an interleaved grid of intersections in both the
Figure 26b and chess-board styles.
Analysis of the use of such patterns remains a future avenue of
work.
9 Conclusion
In this paper we proposed and justified the properties necessary
to exclusively and uniformly detect a chess-board pattern vertex
at any orientation, given common optical and sensing constraints.
From these properties we presented a simple design for a detector,
which both provides a strength measure for detected features and
penalizes otherwise common false positives, making its response
to diverse scenes robust, all the while using relatively lightweight
sampling.
Evaluation of the detector on simulated and real data has borne
out its effectiveness in comparison to other freely available detec-
tors commonly used for detection of chess-board vertices. Par-
ticular superior function was observed in the isotropy of the re-
sponse, the resilience against image noise, and in the accuracy of
feature localization.
Due both to the economical sampling, and the simplicity of
the operations conducted on the sampled data, the detection algo-
rithm is very efficient and was found to be capable of a process-
ing speed greater than other less robust and less accurate schemes
considered.
The measurement of performance on real data demonstrated
that while extremely well-suited to camera calibration problems,
the benefits of this detector combine to permit its use in appli-
cations more varied than the detection of a planar chess-board
pattern, in particular it has use in Structured Light 3D reconstruc-
tion, potentially permitting real-time processing and in detecting
highly distorted chess-board patterns in general.
In the interests of others evaluating and using the ChESS de-
tector, implementations of the algorithm are available for research
purposes at http://www-sigproc.eng.cam.ac.uk/~sb476/
ChESS/.
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